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I would like to start off by saying “Thank you” for the opportunity to give comments on these important 

matters. I am a lifelong resident of Juneau, AK; my wife and I own a boat and power troll permit. We 

commercial power troll mainly in the summer season but also do our fair share of sport fishing. I have 

seen some of the ups and downs throughout my lifetime; with the chinook salmon populations around 

Juneau. I want to be able to teach my daughter how to catch king salmon when she is old enough. I am 

deeply concerned about the future of chinook salmon in Southeast Alaska with the current forecasts of 

chinook salmon (which I question, some of the data points and data collection methods) to return to the 

rivers of Southeast Alaska in 2018. I think there are numerous reasons/ factors as to why we are 

experiencing low returns of mature chinook as stated in Mr. Ed Jones presentation to the board on 1-15-

17. I am all for conservation on wild Alaskan chinook stocks but managing with a sledgehammer (“Stock

of Concern Designation”) is unwarranted in my opinion. I believe that leaving the Emergency Order tool

is the back pocket of managers at ADF&G is the best tool because it allows the managers in their field of

study to be surgical in the conservation efforts.

Chilkat River: 

The Chilkat River, in my opinion needs to have a management plan that is equal to all user groups for all 

user groups (Commercial Troll, Sport Troll, Gillnet, and Subsistence). This past summer (2017) it was 

pretty one sided in how the management decisions were made; shutting down sport fishing (spring and 

summer) and not having an August Commercial Troll Chinook opener meanwhile the gillnet fleet had 

most of the summer to fish in Lynn Canal. Based on ADF&G’s numbers there were 1,231 mature chinook 

that made it to their spawning grounds; which is 519 fish shy of the escapement goal. In the Lynn Canal 

gillnet fishery, the gillnet fleet took 1150 chinook. Assuming most of those fish are headed to the Chilkat 

River; it would only take 45.1% of those fish to make it to the spawning grounds and the Chilkat River 

makes the lower end of escapement. We wouldn’t be in such dire straits when it comes to the Chilkat 

chinook and talking as serious about a “Stock of Concern” designation. 
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The fishermen and ADF&G know the main corridors for these fish returning to the Chilkat River. It is my 

opinion, while probably not a very popular one among others; is both sport and commercial fisheries 

(Lynn Canal Gillnet and Troll) in the spring between approx. April 1- June 15 need to be severely limited 

to shut down so that these mature salmon that have beat the odds are able to return to the stream and 

spawn. They need to be allowed every opportunity to get back to the Chilkat River until stocks return to 

sufficient escapements annually.  

King Salmon River: 

I think the King Salmon river being labeled as a “Stock of Concern” is the wrong decision in this situation. 

I don’t feel like there is adequate data supporting this sledgehammer approach to management. I 

question the data collection method for the King Salmon River since the weir was removed in 1992. The 

use of air craft to count fish from in not an accurate method in my opinion. There are too many negative 

effects to all chinook fisheries in the area to use old sampling methods from the 1983-1992 weir days. As 

stated in many presentations to the board by ADF&G Biologists “Environmental Conditions Change”. Did 

the taking of Brood Stock change the stream dynamics? Is the 120-240 BEG still the right number? 

How do we know for sure that the peak survey count is still around middle of July? Are the Chinook 

not getting counted because they are intermingling with pinks, chum and coho?     

King Salmon River made escapement in 2005 (143 Chinook) and 2006 (150 Chinook). 12 year average 

makes low end of escapement at 137/138 chinook.  

  

“Harvest of King Salmon River king salmon has never been quantified because no coded-wire tagging 

program has been established. Genetic stock identification estimates are not available because sample  
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sizes are insufficient to provide accurate harvest estimates” (Chilkat River and King Salmon River King 

Salmon Stock Status and Action Plan, 2018).  

“The department does not produce preseason forecasts for the other 6 indicator stocks in the 

region, including the King Salmon River stock, due to a lack of sibling model information and 

harvest contributions. However, the downward trend in king salmon production throughout SEAK 

is expected to continue through 2018” (Chilkat River and King Salmon River King Salmon Stock Status 

and Action Plan, 2018).  

Based on ADF&G’s quotes above from the stock status and action plan, 2018; how can ADF&G be 

confident that this is the right move for the King Salmon River system? Especially since there isn’t a weir 

on the KSR anymore where each fish is counted! When is ADF&G going to budget to study this river 

again properly?   

During the years when brood stock was being taken from the King Salmon River for Snettisham hatchery 

(poor returns of .29%) and then Little Port Walter in 1988; there was a weir on the river counting all the 

mature salmon between 1983-1992. The data was excellent in those years. As for the recent data, 

ADF&G questions their own data!  
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(KING SALMON RIVER WEIR OPERATIONS AND CHINOOK SALMON (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) 

BROOD STOCK DEVELOPMENT AT SNETTISHAM HATCHERY, 1979- 1992) 

 

In closing, I am against any “Stock of Concern” designations for either the King Salmon River or Chilkat 

River. I feel it is unwarranted, not enough data, questionable sampling methods and doesn’t accomplish 

the goal at hand to put more mature chinook salmon in the river. It handcuffs the area biologists too 

much! There isn’t certain language to remove these designations in timely enough manner. It is the 

sledgehammer management plan, not the scalpel! 

I am against changing the dates of the start of the summer chinook season. The summer troll season 

should remain the same and start on July 1st annually for the taking of 70% of the remaining chinook 

quota. Their needs to be language in the new management plan that states the remaining quota is to 

be taken in August! 

Chum and Coho fisheries should remain unchanged.  

I am against the mark select fishery unless there is a mass marking program instituted in all hatcheries in 

Southeast Alaska and needs to go through the complete vetting of the Board of Fisheries process. If the 

fishery is to remain; there needs to be serious thought into a quota for each fisherman so they aren’t 

out sifting through chinook to find the few that are marked in my opinion.  

Proposals Supported: 

I support proposal 139. 

I support proposal 150. 

I support proposal 176. 

 


